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Abstract. A replicated data object is a typed object that is stored redundantly at multiple locations in a 
distributed system. Each of the object’s operations has a set of quorums, which are sets of sites whose 
cooperation is needed to execute that operation. A quorum assignment associates each operation with 
its set of quorums. An operation’s quorums determine its availability, and the constraints governing an 
object’s quorum assignments determine the range of availability properties realizable by replication. 

In this paper, the restrictions on quorum assignment imposed by three kinds of atomicity mechanisms 
found in the literature are analyzed: (1) serial schemes, in which replication and atomicity are 
implemented independently at different levels in the system, (2) static schemes, in which the transaction 
serialization order is predetermined, and (3) hybrid schemes in which the serialization order emerges 
dynamically. 

The following results are derived: (1) Although serial schemes place the strongest restrictions on 
concurrency, they place the weakest restrictions on availability. (2) Although hybrid and static mecha- 
nisms place incomparable restrictions on concurrency, hybrid mechanisms place weaker restrictions on 
availability. (3) Bounding the maximum depth of transaction nesting strengthens restrictions on 
concurrency for all classes, but weakens restrictions on availability for hybrid schemes only. Concurrency 
and availability are best considered as dual properties: A complete analysis of an atomicity mechanism 
should take both into account. 

Categories and Subject Descriptors: D.4.2 [Operating Systems]: Storage Management-distributed 
memories; D.4.3 [Operating Systems]: File Systems Management-distributed Jile systems; D.4.5 
[Operating Systems]: Reliability; H.2.4 [Database Management]: Systems-concurrency, distributed 
systems 

General Terms: Algorithms, Reliability 
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1. Introduction 

Mechanisms for implementing atomicity in distributed systems fall into several 
broad categories, depending on how the serialization order for transactions is 
chosen. The serialization order may be predetermined, as in multiversion time- 
stamping schemes (e.g., [35, 36, 41]), or it may be chosen dynamically, as in 
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two-phase locking schemes (e.g., [ 15, 29, 371) and in hybrid schemes employing 
both locking and timestamp-like mechanisms (e.g., [3, 6, 10, 121). 

This paper proposes a new criterion for evaluating these approaches: the con- 
straints they impose on the availability of replicated data. Our analysis of availa- 
bility is based on quorum consensus replication [24, 281. A replicated object is a 
typed object that is stored redundantly at multiple locations in a distributed system. 
Each of the object’s operations has a set of quorums, which are sets of sites whose 
cooperation is needed to execute that operation. A quorum assignment associates 
each operation with its set of quorums. An operation’s quorums determine its 
availability, and the constraints governing an object’s quorum assignments deter- 
mine the range of availability properties realizable by replication. An analysis of 
the object’s type specification yields a set of constraints on quorum assignment 
necessary and sufficient to ensure the correctness of the replicated implementation. 
Quorum consensus replication systematically exploits type-specific properties of 
data to support better availability and concurrency than conventional methods in 
which operations are classified only as reads or writes. 

Our analysis of atomicity mechanisms is based on the notion of a focal atomicity 
property [44]. Each class of mechanisms is identified with a local property of objects 
that sufftces to ensure the atomicity of a system encompassing multiple objects. 
We consider three distinct local atomicity properties, as follows: 

-Serial atomicity models replication methods in which concurrency control is 
handled by an independent underlying atomicity mechanism. 

-Static atomicity encompasses the timestamping mechanisms cited above. 
-Hybrid atomicity encompasses the locking and hybrid mechanisms. 

If P, and P2 are local atomicity properties, we say that P, places weaker 
restrictions on concurrency than P2 if each interleaving permitted by P2 is also 
permitted by P,. The left-hand-side of Figure 1 compares the restrictions on 
concurrency imposed by these properties. Static and hybrid atomicity place incom- 
parable restrictions on concurrency: Each permits interleavings the other does not. 
Serial atomicity places the strongest restrictions on concurrency: Each interleaving 
permitted by serial atomicity is permitted by the others, but not vice-versa. 

As discussed in Section 3, each local atomicity property induces a set of 
restrictions on quorum assignment. We say that P, places weaker restrictions on 
availability than P2 if each quorum assignment permitted by PZ is also permitted 
by P,. This paper compares the restrictions on availability imposed by the three 
local atomicity properties listed above, presenting the following results: 

(1) Although serial atomicity places stronger restrictions on concurrency than 
static or hybrid atomicity, it places weaker restrictions on availability 
(Figure 1). 

(2) Although static and hybrid atomicity place incomparable restrictions on con- 
currency, hybrid atomicity places weaker restrictions on availability (Figure 1). 

(3) Transaction nesting can affect availability. Under hybrid atomicity, restrictions 
on availability can be relaxed by bounding the maximum depth of transaction 
nesting: the smaller the bound, the larger the set of permissible quorum 
assignments (Figure 2). By contrast, quorum assignments for static and serial 
atomicity are unaffected by transaction nesting. 

These results illustrate the complex relation between the availability and concur- 
rency supported by various local atomicity properties. Availability and concurrency 
are neither completely independent nor completely dependent: One cannot always 
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FIG. 2. Hybrid Atomicity: Concurrency (L) vs. Availability (R) for Nested Transaction. 

minimize the restrictions on both, but strengthening the restrictions on one does 
not necessarily weaken the restrictions on the other. Instead, availability and 
concurrency are best considered as complementary properties, and a complete 
analysis of an atomicity property should take both into account. 

The restrictions on availability analyzed in this paper are those necessary to 
realize the complete set of interleavings permitted by each local atomicity property. 
In practice, these restrictions are likely to be conservative, since practical schedulers 
typically admit only a subset of the schedules permitted by the system-wide local 
atomicity property (cf. [34, 351). Nevertheless, a thorough understanding of this 
limiting case is a necessary step in understanding the entire range of trade-offs, 
which in turn is helpful for evaluating the alternative atomicity properties. Choosing 
the local atomicity property around which a distributed system will be organized 
is an important design decision; the property must be established in advance, 
perhaps before the demands of the application domain are fully understood, and 
once made, it is difftcult to change. 

Section 2 summarizes related work, Section 3 describes our terminology and 
assumptions, and Section 4 compares how the local atomicity properties support 
replication. Section 5 concludes with a discussion. 

2. Related Work 

The notion that replication should not affect an object’s functional specification is 
known as one-copy serializability [4]. Early replication methods for tiles [ 1,421 did 
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not preserve one-copy serializability, nor do more recent replication methods for 
directories [8, 161. Henceforth, we consider only techniques that preserve one-copy 
serializability. 

Replication methods for files that tolerate site crashes include SDD-1 [20], the 
Available Copies algorithm [5], Circus [ 111, and ISIS [7]. Methods that also tolerate 
network partitions and timing anomalies include those proposed by Gifford [ 171, 
Eager and Sevcik [ 131, Skeen et al. [39], and by El-Abbadi and Toueg [ 141. 

The replication method considered in this paper differs from the methods cited 
above in two important respects. First, rather than classifying operations only as 
reads and writes, our method systematically exploits type-specific properties of the 
data to provide more effective replication. Second, rather than using distinct 
mechanisms for replication and concurrency control, our method integrates both 
functions in a single mechanism. Although independent methods are simpler, 
integrated methods support better concurrency. 

A quorum-consensus replication method for directories has been proposed by 
Bloch et al. [9]. The quorum-consensus file replication methods of Gifford and 
Eager and Sevcik can be generalized to exploit type information [25, 261. The 
replication method considered here is a slight generalization of the author’s 
consensus scheduling method [22], which is described in more detail below. 

Goldman and Lynch [ 181 give a formal proof of Gifford’s quorum consensus 
method, showing that its correctness is independent of the underlying atomicity 
mechanism. This paper adds a new perspective to that result: Although Gifford’s 
original algorithm can be understood by considering replica management and 
concurrency control independently, a complete understanding of the range of 
availability and concurrency realizable by more general quorum consensus algo- 
rithms requires considering both properties together. 

Formal models for nested transaction systems have been proposed by Lynch 
[31], Lynch and Merritt [32], and Beet-i et al. [2]. The notion of a local atomicity 
property, as well as the particular properties investigated here, are due to Weihl 
[44]. Our treatment here borrows from each of these works. 

3. Model 

3.1 OBJECTS AND HISTORIES. The basic containers for data are called objects. 
Each object has a type, which defines a set of possible states and a set of primitive 
operations that provide the only means to create and manipulate objects of that 
type. For example, a File might provide Read and Write operations, and a first-in- 
first-out (FIFO) Queue might provide Enq and Deq operations. 

In the absence of failures and concurrency, a computation is modeled as a 
history, which is a sequence of object-operation pairs. Histories are denoted by 
lower-case letters (g, h). An operation is written as op(args*)/term(res*), where x 
is an object name, op is an operation name, args* a sequence of argument values, 
term a termination condition, and res* a sequence of results. We use “Ok” for 
normal termination. For example, the following is a history of a queue object q: 

q WWOk( ) 
q End y)lW > 
q De@ )/Ok(x) 

An object subhistory, h ] x (h at x), is the subsequence of object-operation pairs 
whose object names are x. Each object has a serial spec&ation, which defines a 
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set of legal histories for that object. For example, the serial specification for a FIFO 
queue would permit all and only those histories in which items are enqueued and 
dequeued in FIFO order. A history h involving multiple objects is legal if each 
object subhistory h ] x lies within the serial specification for x. The object name is 
often omitted when it is clear from context. 

3.2 TRANSACTIONSANDSCHEDULES. A distributed system consists of multiple 
computers (called sites) that communicate through a network. Distributed systems 
are typically subject to two kinds of faults: site crashes and network partitions. A 
crash renders a site’s data temporarily or permanently inaccessible, while a network 
partition prevents functioning sites from communicating. A failure is detected 
when a site that has sent a message fails to receive a response after a certain 
duration. The absence of a response may indicate that the original message was 
lost, that the reply was lost, that the recipient has crashed, or simply that the 
recipient is slow to respond. 

A widely accepted approach to ensuring consistency in the presence of crashes 
and network partitions is to make the activities that manage the data atomic. 
Atomicity encompasses two properties: serializability and recoverability. Seriali- 
zability [34] means that the execution of one activity never appears to overlap (or 
contain) the execution of another, while recoverability means that the overall effect 
of an activity is all-or-nothing: It either succeeds completely, or it has no effect. 
Atomic activities are called transactions. A transaction’s effects become permanent 
when it commits, its effects are discarded if it aborts, and a transaction that has 
not committed or aborted is active. Well-known atomic commitment protocols 
(e.g., [ 19, 381) can be used to ensure the recoverability of distributed transactions. 

Instead of treating transactions as monolithic entities, it is often useful to provide 
hierarchically structured nested transactions or subtransactions [33, 361. A sub- 
transaction’s commit is dependent on that of its parent; aborting the parent will 
undo a committed child’s effects. A transaction’s effects become permanent only 
when it commits at the top level. 

Our transaction model is essentially that of Lynch [3 I], extended to encompass 
typed objects. Let TRANS denote the domain of transactions. Transactions have a 
predelined tree structure, with a distinguished transaction U as the root. It is 
convenient to provide each transaction with a countably infinite set of children. 
For a transaction P distinct from U, let parent(P) denote P’s unique parent, ant(P) 
and desc(P) P’s ancestors and descendants (which include P), proper-ant(P) and 
proper-desc(P) P’s proper ancestors and descendants (which do not include P). Let 
lca(P, Q) denote the least common ancestor of P and Q, and laa(P) the least active 
ancestor of P. Siblings is the set ((P, Q) E TRANS~ ) parent(P) = parent(Q)]. Children 
of the root are called top-level transactions. 

A schedule is a sequence of steps of the form: (X p P), (x commit P), or 
(x abort P), where x is an object, p an operation, and P a transaction. Schedules 
are denoted by upper-case letters (G, H). If H is a schedule and x an object name, 
H ( x is the subschedule of H consisting of steps whose object names are x. If P is 
a transaction and S a set of transactions, H ] P and H ] S are defined analogously. 
The object name is often omitted when it is clear from context. A transaction P 
appears in H if H I P is nonempty. 

When a transaction commits or aborts, news of the event propagates asynchro- 
nously through the system. A schedule’s commit and abort steps represent the 
arrival of such news at an object (or a component of that object if it is replicated). 
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A schedule H is well formed if it satisfies the following properties: 

-No transaction executes an operation after it commits. 
-No transaction both commits and aborts. 
-No transaction commits until all its children that appear in H have either 

committed or aborted. 
-A transaction P is a leaftransaction in H if no proper descendant of P appears 

in H. Operations may be associated with leaf transactions only. 

The first three conditions reflect the generally accepted semantics of transactions, 
and the last condition simplifies later definitions. Henceforth, all schedules are 
assumed to be well formed. 

Let committed(H) be the set of transactions that have taken commit steps in H, 
and let aborted(H) be the set of transactions having an ancestor that has taken an 
abort step in H. Let active(H) be the set of transactions not in committed(H) or 
aborted(H). Transaction Q has committed to P in H if 

ant(Q) tl proper-desc(lca(P, Q)) C committed(H). 

Informally, if Q is committed to P, then if the effects of P become permanent, so 
will the effects of Q. 

A commit set S for a schedule H is any set of transactions that might eventually 
commit to the root transaction U: 

-UES, 
-P E S + P 4 aborted(H), 
-PESA QEanc(P)-QES,and 
-P E S A P = parent(R) A R E committed(H) + R E S 

Recall that operations may be executed only by leaf transactions. Let R be a 
relation on transactions appearing in H. If R partially (or totally) orders sets 
of active and committed siblings in H, then R induces a partial (total) order R’ 
on active and committed leaf transactions in H: (P, Q) E R’ if there exist P’ E 
ant(P) A Q’ E ant(Q) such that (P’, Q’) E R. 

Definition 1. A relation P G siblings is a linearizing order [3 l] if it totally 
orders each set of siblings. 

To keep our notation from becoming cumbersome, we will not always distinguish 
between a linearizing order on transactions and the induced total order on leaf 
transactions. 

Let L be a linearizing order for H. H is serializable in the order L if the history 
constructed by reordering H’s object-operation pairs in the induced order L’ is 
legal. A schedule is serializable if it is serializable in some linearizing order. Let 
perm(H) be the subschedule of H associated with the transactions that have 
committed to the root transaction U. H is atomic if perm(H) is serializable, and H 
is on-line atomic if H 1 S is serializable for every commit set S of H. Informally, 
on-line atomicity captures the assumption that objects have no advance knowledge 
of which transactions will eventually commit. 

A concurrent specification is a set of schedules for an object. A concurrent 
specification is atomic if all its schedules are on-line atomic. All concurrent 
specifications considered in this paper are assumed to be atomic and prefix-closed: 
if H is in a specification, so is every prefix of H. 

H is not necessarily atomic just because H 1 x is atomic for all objects x. A 
property P is a local atomicity property [43, 441 if H is atomic provided that each 
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H 1 x is atomic and satisfies P. If a system-wide local atomicity property is agreed 
on in advance, then objects can be implemented independently subject only to the 
constraint that each implementation satisfies the system’s local atomicity property. 
This paper compares and evaluates alternative local atomicity properties. 

Our basic tool for showing that a property is a local atomicity property is the 
following lemma (cf. Lemma 3-2 in [44]). 

LEMMA 2. If L is a linearizing order such that each H 1 x is serializable in the 
order L, then H itself is serializable in the order L. 

PROOF. Let ser(H, L) denote the history constructed by reordering the object- 
operation pairs of H in the order L. For all x, the history ser(H Ix, L) = 
ser(H, L) 1 x is legal; hence, ser(H, L) is legal, thus H is serializable in the 
order L. El 

3.3 QUORUM CONSENSUS REPLICATION. In this section we review quorum 
consensus replication. Informally, a replicated object is implemented by two kinds 
of modules: repositories and front-ends. Repositories provide long-term storage for 
the object’s state, while front-ends carry out operations for clients. Different objects 
may have different sets of repositories. Because front-ends can be replicated to an 
arbitrary extent, perhaps placing one at each client’s site, the availability of a 
replicated object is dominated by the availability of its repositories. Internally, a 
repository’s state is represented as a log, which is a sequence of entries, where an 
entry is the timestamped record of an operation. (In practice, logs can usually be 
replaced by more compact data structures [2 1, 241.) A client executes an operation 
by sending an invocation to a front-end. The front-end merges the logs from an 
initial quorum of repositories to construct a view. It chooses a response consistent 
with the view, appends the new entry to the view, and writes out the updated view 
to a final quorum of repositories. A quorum for an operation is any set of 
repositories that includes both an initial and a final quorum. As discussed elsewhere 
[24], front-ends executing concurrent operations synchronize through short-term 
locks at repositories. 

Formally, we model a replicated object by a nondeterminstic consensus sched- 
uling automaton that accepts certain schedules. We use the following primitive 
domains: REPOS is the set of repositories, TRANS the set of transaction identifiers, 
OP the set of operations, and TIMESTAMP a totally ordered set with the order type 
of the natural numbers. X + Y denotes the set of partial maps from X to Y. If f is 
a partial map from X to Y, x E X, and y E Y, let f [x + ~1 denote the function 
identical to f except at x, which is mapped to y. We use the following de- 
rived domains: STEP = (OP U “Commit” U “Abort”) x TRANS is the set of steps, 
QUORUM= 2”” the set of quorums, and a log is a partial map with a finite domain 
from timestamps to steps: LOG = TIMESTAMP + STEP. Two logs L and M are 
coherent if they agree for every timestamp where they are both defined. The merge 
operation U is defined on pairs of coherent logs by 

(L U M)(t) = if L(t) is defined, then L(t), else M(t). 

Every log corresponds to a schedule in the obvious way. For brevity, we 
sometimes refer to a log L in place of its schedule, for example, “L 
is atomic” instead of “the schedule represented by L is atomic.” 

A consensus scheduling automaton has the following state components: 

State: REPOS --, LOG 

Clock: TIMESTAMP 

Visited: TRANS + 2”“” 
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Clock models a system of logical clocks, state(R) is the log at R, and visited(P) 
is the set of repositories that participated in a quorum for an operation of P. 
(Because front-ends’ individual accesses to repositories are serialized by short-term 
locks, it is not necessary to model front-ends explicitly.) If S is a set of repositories, 
define State(S) to be the result of merging logs from repositories in S. (Because 
each step is given a unique timestamp, logs at distinct repositories are always 
coherent, thus State(S) is well defined.) 

The automaton’s state transition relation is defined using the following sets. 

-A concurrent specification Concur, 
-Initial: OP + 2Q”oR”M, and 
-Final: OP + 2Q”oR”. 

Initial and Final define an initiallfinal quorum intersection relation: 

IFQ = ((q, p) ( IQ E Initial(q) A FQ E Final(p) + IQ rl FQ # 0J. 

The automaton’s transitions are characterized by pre- and postconditions. In 
postconditions, primed component names denote new values, and unprimed names 
denote old values. Any state component not mentioned in a postcondition is left 
unchanged. 

For an operation step ( q Q ), there must exist an initial quorum IQ E Initial(q) 
and a final quorum FQ E Final(Q) such that 

Precondition: 

State(IQ) . ( q Q ) is in Concur. 

Postcondition: 

For all R in FQ, 
State’(R) = (State(R) U State(IQ))[Clock * (qQ)] 

Clock’ > Clock 
Visited’ = Visited[Q 4 Visited(Q) U IQ U FQ] 

To accept ( q Q ), the schedule constructed by merging the logs from an initial 
quorum and appending the new step must be permitted by the object’s concurrent 
specification. When the step is complete, the extended log is merged with the logs 
at a final quorum, the clock is advanced, and the transaction’s set of visited 
repositories is updated. 

Commit and abort steps have initial and final quorums just like operations. All 
repositories visited by Q form a quorum for (commit Q ), and any visited repository 
is a quorum for (abort Q ) . This convention mirrors the assumptions underlying 
the standard commitment protocols ([ 19, 381) which permit any site visited by a 
transaction to abort unilaterally, as long as the commitment protocol is not in 
progress. For Q to commit 

Precondition: 

For all R in Visited(Q), (abort Q) B State(R). 

Postcondition: 

Visited’ = Visited[parent(Q) + Visited(parent(Q)) U Visited(Q)] 
For all R in Visited(Q), State’(R) = State(R)[Clock + (commit Q)] 
Clock’ > Clock 
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This postcondition states that if Q commits, its set of visited repositories is 
merged with its parent’s, and a “commit record” is appended to the log of each 
repository visited. 

For Q to abort: 

Precondition: 

For some R in Visited(Q), (commit Q) 4 State(R). 

Postcondition: 

For some R in Visited(Q), State’(R) = State(R)[Clock + (abort Q)] 
Clock’ > Clock 

Let H be a schedule, G a subschedule (i.e., subsequence) of H, and D a binary 
relation between operations. 

Definition 3. G is a D-closed subschedule of H if whenever G contains a step 
( q Q) of H it also contains every earlier step ( p P) such that (q, p) E D. 

Definition 4. A subschedule G of H is a D-view of H for q if G is D-closed, and 
if it includes every ( p P) in H such that (q, p) E D. 

Definition 5. A relation D between operations is a dependency relation for the 
concurrent specification Concur if for all operations q, all transactions Q, and all 
schedules G and H in Concur, 

G . (qQ) E Concur 4 H . (qQ) E Concur, 

whenever G is a D-view of H for q. 

A relation D is a minimal dependency relation if no D’ C D is a dependency 
relation. 

The notion of dependency provides a necessary and sufficient condition for a 
quorum assignment to be correct. 

THEOREM 6. Every schedule accepted by a quorum consensus automaton is in 
Concur fthe initial/final quorum intersection relation IFQ is a dependency relation 
for Concur. Moreover, given a relation IFQ that is not a dependency relation, there 
exists a consensus scheduling automaton with initiallfnal quorum intersection 
relation IFQ that accepts a schedule not in Concur. 

This theorem is proved elsewhere [22]. That proof makes two assumptions that 
differ from those made here: (1) dependency is defined between invocations and 
operations rather than between operations, and (2) transactions are single-level 
rather than nested. Neither difference affects the proof in any substantial way. If 
dependency is defined between invocations and operations, then fewer messages 
are needed to implement consensus scheduling, but some flexibility in quorum 
assignment is lost. Here we have chosen generality over efficiency. The structure 
of the automaton and the notion of atomic dependency are also essentially 
independent of the depth of transaction nesting. The automaton treats all steps as 
uninterpreted symbols, merging logs from an initial quorum, checking the specili- 
cation, and writing the updated view to a final quorum. The constraints on quorum 
assignment are derived from the specification itself, independently of whether the 
specification is interpreted as encompassing serial histories [24], schedules with 
single-level transactions [22], or schedules with nested transactions, as here. It is 
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also worth noting that the definition of dependency and the correctness proof make 
no assumptions about the nature of the well-formedness conditions. 

The requirement that the initial/final quorum intersection relation be a depen- 
dency relation characterizes the range of legal quorum assignments for an object, 
and indirectly characterizes the range of availability properties realizable by quorum 
consensus replication. Availability is more directly characterized by the following 
relation: 

Definition 7. An object’s quorum intersection relation is the symmetric closure 
of its initial/final quorum intersection relation. 

Informally, (p, q) E Q if every quorum for p must intersect every quorum for q 
in every correct quorum assignment. If the quorum for p is made smaller (making 
p more available), then the quorum for q must be made larger (making q less 
available). Two distinct initial/final quorum intersection relations may induce the 
same quorum intersection relation; their respective sets of quorum assignments 
will have different patterns of message traffic, but identical levels of availability. 

4. Serial, Static, and Hybrid Atomicity 

4.1 LOCAL ATOMICITY PROPERTIES. Most replication methods in the literature 
treat replication and concurrency control as distinct problems. At the higher level, 
the replication method reconstructs the object’s state from its distributed compo- 
nents without concern for concurrency and failures. At the lower level, a standard 
concurrency control mechanism serializes uninterpreted accesses to repositories. 
Examples of concurrency control mechanisms that would generate such behavior 
include Moss’ hybrid atomic two-phase locking scheme [ 331 (if each access acquires 
an exclusive lock), and Reed’s static atomic multiversion timestamp scheme [36] 
(if each access is treated as a combination read and write). 

Definition 8. Let H be a schedule, and let P and Q be sibling transactions. 
Define the relation precedes(H) C siblings: (P, Q) E precedes(H) if a transaction 
is desc(Q) executes an operation after P commits. 

Informally, if P precedes Q, then Q may have observed that P committed. A 
schedule H is serial if precedes(H) is a linearizing order on active and committed 
transactions. 

Definition 9. A schedule His serial atomic if, for each object X, perm(H ] x) is 
serial and serializable in the order precedes(H 1 x). H is on-line serial atomic if, for 
all commit sets S, H ] x ] S is serial and serializable in the same order. 

Since each H 1 x is serializable in the linearizing order precedes(H ] x), 
Lemma 2 implies that serial atomicity is a local atomicity property. 

THEOREM 10. If each H 1 x is serial atomic, then H is atomic. 

Let Serial(T) denote the largest prefix-closed set of on-line serial atomic schedules 
for the data type T. We define a serial consensus scheduling automaton to be a 
consensus scheduling automaton with concurrent specification Serial(T) and one 
additional well-formedness constraint: all input schedules are serial. Informally, 
this definition is intended to capture the notion that serialization is enforced by an 
independent lower-level mechanism, but that serial atomicity is enforced by the 
replication method. A dependency relation for such an automaton is called a serial 
dependency relation [24]. Let Serial*(T) denote the associated set of quorum 
intersection relations. 
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Static atomicity [44] encompasses multiversion timestamping techniques [25, 
35,36,4 l] in which each transaction chooses a timestamp when it begins execution, 
and transactions must remain serializable in timestamp order. 

The domain of timestamps is a set with the order type of the natural numbers. 

Definition 11. A timestamp ordering on transactions is a map from transactions 
to natural numbers whose restrictions to sets of siblings are bijective (i.e., one-to- 
one and onto). 

We often use “ts” to denote both a map and the linearizing order it induces. 
Let ts be a fixed timestamp ordering. 

DeJinition 12. A schedule H is static atomic if pet-m(H) is serializable in the 
order ts. H is on-line static atomic if H ] S is serializable in the order ts for every 
commit set S of H. 

Since each H ] x is serializable in the linearizing order ts, Lemma 2 implies that 
static atomicity is a local atomicity property: 

THEOREM 13. If each H 1 x is static atomic, then H is atomic. 

Let Static(T, ts) denote the largest prefix-closed set of on-line static atomic 
schedules for the data type T, where transactions are ordered by ts, and let 
Static*(T, ts) be the corresponding set of quorum intersection relations. We now 
show that the concurrency and availability permitted by static atomicity is inde- 
pendent of the particular choice of timestamp ordering. 

LEMMA 14. If ts and ts’ are distinct timestamp orders, then Static(T, ts) and 
Static(T, ts’) are identical up to renaming of transactions. 

PROOF. Let H be a schedule in Static(T, ts), and define 4: TRANS + TRANS so 
that 4(Q) = ts’-‘(ts(Q)), which is a bijective map carrying each set of siblings 
to itself. Let H ’ be the schedule constructed by replacing each transaction Q 
in H with 4(Q). It is easy to check that if S’ is a commit set of H ‘, then 
S = {4-‘(Q)] Q E S’ ) is a commit set of H. The serialization of H’ 1 S’ in 
the order ts’ is identical to the serialization of H I S in the order ts. Since H 
is in Static(T, ts), all such serializations are legal, implying that H’ is in 
Static( T, ts ’ ). • i 

A similar argument shows that Static*(T, ts) is identical to Static*(T, ts’ ). 
Henceforth, we omit explicit mention of ts except when necessary. 

Hybrid atomicity [44] encompasses techniques in which transactions’ serializa- 
tion orders are determined dynamically as they commit.’ Hybrid atomic techniques 
encompass two-phase locking protocols (e.g., [15, 29, 371) and protocols that 
combine locking with timestamp-like mechanisms (e.g., [3, 6, 10, 12, 22, 27]).* 

Definition 15. As before, let ts be a timestamp ordering. For a schedule H, let 
ts(H) be ts restricted to committed(H). 

Definition 16. A schedule H is hybrid atomic if precedes(H) G ts, and perm(H) 
is serializable in the order ts(H). Let known(H) be ts(H) U precedes(H). His on- 
line hybrid atomic if for every commit set S of H, H I S is serializable in every 
linearizing order L such that known(H) C L. 

’ Weihl’s original formulation of hybrid atomicity [43] included a distinct serialization mechanism for 
read-only transactions, a distinction we do not make here. 
’ Techniques that use locking without timestamps satisfy a restricted form of hybrid atomicity called 
strong dynamic atomicity [44] whose availability properties are analyzed elsewhere [23]. 
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Since precedes(H) G ts, known(H) partially orders sets of siblings. The on-line 
condition captures the requirement that the scheduler cannot know in advance 
how active transactions will be ordered when and if they commit, thus it 
must ensure that any linearizing order compatible with known(H) yields a legal 
serialization. 

Since each H 1 x is serializable in the linearizing order ts, Lemma 2 implies that 
hybrid atomicity is a local atomicity property: 

THEOREM 17. If H 1 x is hybrid atomic for all x, then H is atomic. 

Let Hybrid( T, ts), Hybrid*( T, ts), and hybrid dependency relation be defined by 
analogy to the static atomic case. An argument almost identical to that used for 
Lemma 14 yields: 

LEMMA 18. If ts and ts’ are distinct timestamp orders, then Hybrid(T, ts) and 
Hybrid( T, ts ’ ) are identical up to renaming of transactions. 

We omit explicit mention of ts except when necessary. The hybrid serialization 
of a schedule H is a serialization of H 1 S in an order consistent with known(H), 
for some commit set S of H. H is in Hybrid(T) if and only if all its hybrid 
serializations are legal. 

4.2 PRELIMINARY LEMMAS. To quantify over the local atomicity properties 
used in this paper, we use Local(T) to stand for any one of Serial(T), Static(T), or 
Hybrid(T), and similarly for Local*(T), local dependency relation, and local 
serialization. 

Let G and H be schedules in Local(T), Q a transaction, and q an operation. 

Dejnition 19. G is a false D-view of H for q in Local(T) if G is a D-view of H 
for q, G . ( q Q ) is in Local(T), but H . ( q Q ) is not. By Definition 5, D is a 
dependency relation for Local(T) if and only if it has no false views. 

We often omit mention of Local( T) when it is clear from context. 

LEMMA 20. If D is not a dependency relation for Local(T), then Local(T) 
includes schedules G and H such that G is a false D-view of H for some operation 
q and G is missing exactly one operation step of H. 

PROOF. We first remark that if G is a false D-view of H for q missing a single 
step, then the missing step must be an operation step, not a commit or abort step, 
because otherwise every local serialization of H . ( q Q ) would also be a local 
serialization of G . ( q Q ), implying that every local serialization of H . ( q Q) is 
legal, a contradiction. 

Since D is not a dependency relation for Local(T), there exists a false D-view G 
of H for some operation q. Suppose G is missing k steps of H. Consider the 
sequence of schedules (Hi 1 i = 0, . . . , k], where Ho = G, Hk = H, and Hi+, is 
constructed from Hi by restoring its earliest missing step. 

G . ( q Q ) is in Local(T) but H . ( q Q ) is not, so there is some index i such 
thatHi* (qQ)isinLocal(T)butHi+l . (qQ)isnot.LetGo. (pP) . G1. (rR) 
be the shortest prefix of Hi+, . ( qQ) not in Local(T), where ( p P) is the operation 
step inserted in Hi to produce Hi+ ,. The schedule GO . G, . ( r R ) is in Local(T) 
as a prefix of Hi, Go + ( p P) . G, is in Local(T) by construction, but GO . ( p P) . 
G, . ( rR ) is not. Because Hi is a D-closed subschedule of Hi+, , GO . G, is a false 
D-view of GO . ( pP) . G, for r, proving the lemma. 
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4.3 COMPARISONS. Although serial atomicity places the strongest restrictions 
on concurrency of any local atomicity property considered here, we now show that 
it places the weakest restrictions on availability. This flexibility arises because any 
quorum assignment that does not guarantee serial atomicity also does not guarantee 
any other local atomicity property. 

THEOREM 21. Local*(T) G Serial*(T). 

PROOF. We show that every local dependency relation is a serial dependency 
relation; thus, any quorum intersection relation that ensures local atomicity also 
ensures serial atomicity. 

Suppose not. Pick a relation D that is a local dependency relation but not a serial 
dependency relation. Because D is not a serial dependency relation, there exists 
an operation q, a transaction Q, and serial schedules G, H, G ’ = G . ( q Q ), and 
H ’ = H . ( q Q ), such that G is a false D-view of H for q. Because H ’ is serial 
atomic, precedes(H ’ ) partially orders sets of siblings. If we choose a timestamp 
order ts compatible with the precedence order, so that precedes(H ’ ) C ts(H ’ ), 
then G, H, and G ’ are in Local(T) (i.e., in Hybrid(T) or Static(T)), G is a D-view 
of H for q, but H ’ is not in Local(T), thus D fails to satisfy Definition 5 and 
cannot be a local dependency relation, a contradiction. 0 

Serial*(T) thus provides an “upper bound” on flexibility of quorum assignment 
for these local atomicity properties. We now show that static atomicity provides a 
corresponding “lower bound.” We start with some definitions and lemmas. 

Definition 22. The relation Ds between invocations and operations is defined 
as follows: (q, p) E Ds if there exist histories h,, hz, and h3 such that h, . h2 . hx is 
legal, and either: 

(1) h, . p . hS . h3 and h, . hZ . q . h3 are legal, but h, . p . hZ . q . h3 is illegal, 
or 

(2) h, . q . hZ . hs and h, . hZ . p . h3 are legal, but h, . q + hl e p . hs is illegal. 

We now show that Ds is a local dependency relation by deriving a contradiction 
from the assumption that a false Ds-view exists for some operation. 

LEMMA 23. Ds is a local dependency relation. 

PROOF. Suppose not. Let G be a false Ds-view of H for an operation q. 
By Lemma 20, we may assume G is missing a single operation step ( p P). For 
brevity, we consider only the case where the illegal static serialization of H . ( q Q ) 
has the form h, . p . hZ . q . h3. The histories h, . hZ . h3, h, . p . hZ . h3, and 
h, . hZ . q . h3 are legal as static serializations of G, H, and G . ( q Q ), implying 
that (q, p) E Ds (Definition 22; Property I), which contradicts the assumption 
that G is a Ds-view of H for q. 0 

We now show that Ds is the unique minimal static dependency relation by 
showing that any relation D that does not include Ds has a false D-view in Static(r). 

LEMMA 24. Every static dependency relation contains Ds. 

PROOF. Let D be a relation that does not contain Ds. D fails to satisfy either 
Property (1) or (2) of Definition 22. For brevity, we consider only Property (1). If 
h is a history, let ( h A ) denote the schedule in which each object-operation pair 
in h is associated with transaction A. Let hl, hZ, h3, p, and q be histories and 
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operations satisfying Property (I) of Definition 22, let A, B, C, D, and E be 
transactions such that ts orders A before B before C before D before E, and let N 
be the following schedule: 

h,A 
commit A 

hz C 
commit C 

hE 
commit E 

PB 

Let G be the schedule that includes all but the last step. By construction, G and 
G . ( q D ) are in Static( 7’) but H . ( q D ) is not, thus G is a false D-view of H for 
q (Definition 19), and D cannot be a static dependency relation. 

From Lemmas 23 and 24, and the observation that Ds is symmetric: 

COROLLARY 25. Ds is the unique minimal element of Static*(T). 

THEOREM 26. Static*(T) c Local*(T). 

Theorems 2 I and 26 give us the following hierarchy of restrictions on availability: 

Static*(T) C Hybrid*(T) !Z Serial*(T). (1) 

Since Hybrid(T) and Static(T) are typically incomparable, this result illustrates 
our claim that analyzing restrictions on availability permits comparisons that 
analyzing restrictions on concurrency does not. 

4.4 EXAMPLES. We now present examples of data types for which the inclusions 
in Hierarchy (1) are strict. 

Example 27. There exists a T such that Serial*(T) $Z Hybrid*(T). 

A DoubleBuffer consists of a producer buffer and a consumer buffer, each capable 
of holding a single item. The object is initialized with a default item in each buffer. 
The data type provides 

Produce =Operation(Item) 
Transfer=Operation( ) 

Consume = Operation( ) Returns (Item) 

Produce copies an item into the producer buffer, Transfer copies the item 
currently in the producer buffer to the consumer buffer, and Consume returns a 
copy of the item currently in the consumer buffer. DoubleBuffer has two distinct 
minimal quorum intersection relations, Q, and Q2, shown in Figures 3 and 4.3 As 
discussed in more detail elsewhere [24], Produce entries can appear in the view 
constructed for a Consume either because the quorums for Produce and Consume 
intersect directly, or because they intersect indirectly through Transfer. 

Hybrid*(DoubleBuffer), however, has only one minimal element, shown in 
Figure 5. To see why Q1 is not in Hybrid*(DoubleBuffer), let H be the following 

3 Q, and Q2 are not minimal serial dependency relations, although they are the symmetric closures of 
minimal relations. 
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Produce Transfer Consume 

Produce X 

Transfer X X 

Consume X 

FIG. 3. First Minimal Element of Serial* 
(DoubleBuffer). 

Produce Transfer Consume 

Produce X 

Transfer X 

Consume X X 

FIG. 4. Second Minimal Element of Serial* 
(DoubleBuffer). 

Produce Transfer Consume 

Produce X X 

Transfer X X 

Consume X X 

FIG. 5. Minimal Element of Hybrid* (DoubleBuffer). 

schedule, 

Produce(x)/Ok( ) A 
Transfer( )/Ok( ) A 

Commit A 
Transfer( )/Ok( ) C 

Consume( )/Ok(x) D 

and let G be the subschedule consisting of all but the last step. G is a Q,-view of H 
for Produce; G, H, and G . (Produce( y)/Ok( ) B ) are in Hybrid(DoubleBuffer); 
H . (Produce( y)/Ok( ) B ) is not in Hybrid(DoubleBuffer), however, because an 
illegal serialization results if transactions are serialized in the order A, B, C, and D, 
it follows that G is a false Q,-view of H for Produce; hence, Q, is not a hybrid 
dependency relation for DoubleBuffer, nor is it in Hybrid*(DoubleBuffer). Revers- 
ing the order of the last two steps in H yields a false Q2-view for Produce, illustrating 
that Qz is not in Hybrid*(DoubleBuffer). 

Example 27 illustrates our claim that concurrency and availability are not 
independent properties. For a DoubleBuffer replicated among yt identical reposi- 
tories, Serial*(DoubleBuffer) permits y1 distinct quorum assignments. The range of 
quorum assignments for a DoubleBuffer replicated among five identical repositories 
is shown in Figure 6. Each column represents an alternative quorum assignment, 
and an entry of y1 indicates that any y1 out of five repositories constitutes a quorum 
for the operation. The quorum assignment in the first column favors the availability 
of Consume and Produce, while the last column favors Produce and Transfer. 
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FIG. 6. Quorum Assignments for 5-Site Serial 
Atomic DoubleBuffer. 

m 

By contrast, Hybrid*(DoubleBuffer) permits only one quorum assignment: All 
operations require majority quorums. In this example, increasing concurrency 
reduces the range of permissible quorum assignments. 

Example 28. There exists a T such that Hybrid*(T) $Z Static*(T). 

A Prom is a container for an item. When a Prom is created, it is initialized with 
a default value, and its contents can be overwritten, but not read. Once the Prom 
has been sealed, its contents can be read but not written. Prom provides three 
operations: 

Write = Operation(item) 

stores a new item in the Prom. A Write may occur only if the Prom has not been 
sealed. 

Read =Operation( ) Returns(item) 

returns the item in the Prom. A Read may occur only if the Prom has been sealed. 

Seal= Operation( ) 

enables Reads and disables Writes. It has no effect if the Prom has already been 
sealed. 

Corollary 25 implies that the unique minimal element of Static*(Prom) is the 
relation Ds shown in Figure 7. We now argue that the relation DH in Figure 8 is a 
hybrid dependency relation for Prom. Since it is symmetric, it is also an element 
of Hybrid*(Prom). Because no Write operation can follow a Seal in any hybrid 
serialization: 

PROPERTY 29. Zf H . ( Write(x)/Ok( ) Q) is in Hybrid(Prom), then H includes 
no Seal operations executed by active or committed transactions. 

Because every Read operation must follow a Seal in every hybrid serialization: 

PROPERTY 30. Zf H . (Read( )/Ok(x) Q) is in Hybrid(Prom), then H includes 
a Seal operation executed by an active or committed transaction. 

If D, is not a hybrid dependency relation, then by Lemma 20, some operation 
q has a false D,-view G of H missing a single operation step ( p P). Moreover, 
since Ds is in Hybrid*(T) by Theorem 26, G cannot be a Ds-view of H for q. The 
rest is a case analysis on possible values for q. For brevity, assume that H includes 
no abort steps. 

-Since every DH-view of H for Seal is also a Ds-view, q cannot be Seal. 
-If q is Read, then p must be Write, and H has the form Gr a (Write(x)/Ok( ) P) 

. GZ. By Property 29, G, includes no Seal operations. By Property 30, G must 
include a Seal; hence, G2 must include a Seal. But Seal and Write are related by 
DH , contradicting the assumption that G is DH-closed. 

-If q is Write, then p must be Read, and H has the form G, . (Read( )/Ok(x) P) 
. Gz. Because G is in Hybrid(Prom), Property 29 implies that G,, and hence G, 
includes a Seal operation. Because G . ( q Q ) is in Hybrid(T), however, Property 
30 implies that G does not include a Seal operation, a contradiction. 
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i FIG. 7. Ds in Static*(Prom). 

Write Seal Read 

Write X 
FIG. 8. DH in Hybrid*(Prom). 

Seal X X 

Read X 

mi 
FIG. 9 Quorum Assignments for 5-Site Hybrid 
Atomic Prom. 

Static*(Prom) requires Read and Write quorums to intersect, while Hy- 
brid*(Prom) does not. These additional restrictions translate directly into restric- 
tions on availability, as illustrated by Figure 9. Each column shows a quorum 
assignment for a hybrid atomic Prom replicated among five identical repositories. 
The quorum assignments shown in the first two columns, however, do 
not guarantee static atomicity. This result suggests that hybrid atomicity is 
more promising than static atomicity in distributed systems where availability 
is important. 

Example 3 1. There exists a T such that Serial*(T) P Hybrid*(T) q 
Static*(T). 

A CrossProduct is constructed from a DoubleBuffer and a Prom. The object’s 
set of operations is the union of the DoubleBuffer and Prom operations, and a 
CrossProduct history is legal if the subsequence of DoubleBuffer operations is a 
legal DoubleBuffer history, and the subsequence of Prom operations is a legal Prom 
history. Since DoubleBuffer operations do not interact with Prom operations, 
Local*(CrossProduct) = Local*(DoubleBuffer) U Local*(Prom). 

4.5 BOUNDED TRANSACTION NESTING. Nested transactions enhance concur- 
rency by permitting a transaction to be decomposed into parallel subtransactions. 
Nested transactions also facilitate fault-tolerance, since a subtransaction can be 
aborted without aborting its parent. Nevertheless, we show here that under hybrid 
atomicity, single-level transaction systems place fewer restrictions on availability 
than nested transaction systems. Moreover, in systems in which the depth of 
transaction nesting is bounded, restrictions on availability tighten as the maximum 
depth of transaction nesting increases. The restrictions on availability induced by 
serial and static atomicity are insensitive to transaction nesting. 

A transaction’s depth of nesting is defined as follows: the root transaction has 
depth 0, and every other transaction’s depth is one greater than its parent’s. Let 
Hybrid,(T) be the subset of Hybrid(T) consisting of schedules in which no 
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transaction’s depth exceeds n. The bounded-depth hybrid atomic concurrent spec- 
ifications for T form a strict infinite hierarchy with respect to concurrency: 

Hybrid,(T) C Hybridz( T) C . . . C Hybrid(T). 

The greater the maximum depth of transaction nesting, the greater the set of 
permissible interleavings. 

LEMMA 32. Any dependency relation for Hybrid,,+,(T) is also a dependency 
relation for Hybrid,,(T). 

PROOF. We show that if D is not a dependency relation for Hybrid,(T), then it 
is not a dependency relation for Hybrid,(T). Suppose not. Let G be a false D-view 
of H for q in Hybridn( T), but not in Hybrid,+,(T). By Definition 19, there exists 
a transaction Q such that G . ( q Q ) is in Hybrid,(T), while H . ( q Q ) is in 
Hybrid,+ 1 (T) but not in Hybrid,(T). Since H . ( q Q ) is in Hybrid,,, (T) but not 
in Hybrid,(T), some transaction is nested to depth n + 1. Since His in Hybrid,(T), 
that transaction must be Q, but since G . ( q Q ) is in Hybrid,(T), it cannot be Q, 
a contradiction. El 

It follows that the bounded-depth hybrid atomic specifications for T also form 
an infinite hierarchy with respect to availability. 

Hybrid*(T) G - - - C Hybrid:(T) C Hybrid:(T). (2) 

Here, however, the ordering of the hierarchy is reversed: the greater the maximum 
depth of transaction nesting, the smaller the set of permissible quorum assignments. 
In this section, we give an example showing that this hierarchy is strict. 

To show the inclusions in Eq. (2) are strict, we need the following lemma. 

LEMMA 33. Ifoperation p precedes operation q in every history of T, and ( pP) 
and ( qQ) are operation steps of a schedule H in Hybrid(T), where P and Q are 
in active(H) u committed(H), then laa(P) E anc(laa(Q)). 

PROOF. First note that (( pP), (qQ)) E known(H), because otherwise 
known(H) could be extended to a linearizing order serializing q before p, contra- 
dicting our assumption about T. If (( p P), ( q Q )) E known(H), then there ex- 
ists siblings P’ E ant(P) and Q’ E ant(Q) such (P’, Q’) E known(H). By Dell- 
nition 16, P’ must be committed; hence, laa(P) E proper-anc(P’ ). If lca(P, 
Q) E committed(H), then laa(P) = laa(Q); otherwise, laa(P) = Ica(P, Q) E 
anc(laa( Q)). Cl 

Let t, be the tree shown in Figure 10 whose nodes are labeled with operations. 
(Here, left(i) and Right(i) are shorthand for Left( )/OK(i) and Right( )/Ok(i).) 
A partial preorder traversal oft, is defined as follows: 

(1) Visit the root. 
(2) Perform a partial preorder traversal on the subtrees rooted at zero, one, or both 

of the root’s children. 

The history generated by a partial preorder traversal is the history constructed 
by concatenating the nodes oft, in the order visited. 

Definition 34. The serial specification Tree, consists of all histories generated 
by partial preorder traversals of t, except for the “forbidden” history: 

Left(n) . Left(n - 1) . . . . . Left(O) . Right(O) . . . . . Right(n - 1) . Right(n), 

generated by the complete left-to-right preorder traversal. 
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Left(n) Right(n) 

Left(n-1) Right(n-1) 

Left(O) Right(O) 

FIG. 10. The Tree T, 

Note that these serial specifications are partial: responses are undefined for 
certain invocations. 

Let D be the quorum intersection relation encompassing all pairs of operations 
except (Right(O), Left (0)) and (Left(O), Right(O)). 

LEMMA 35. D is not in Hybrid,*+,(Tree,,). 

PROOF. Construct a transaction tree isomorphic to t,, where transaction L, 
corresponds to Left(i) and Ri corresponds to Right(i), for 0 I i 5 rz. Let H be the 
following schedule, 

Left(n) L, 
Right(n) R, 

Left( 1) Ll 
Right( 1) RI 
Le ft( 0) LO 

and let G be the prefix of H that omits the last step. G is a false D-view of H 
for Right(O), since G, H, and G . (Right(O) R, ) are in Hybrid,+, (Tree,), 
but H . (Right(O) R,) is not, since the forbidden history is one of its hybrid 
serializations. 0 

Example 36. Hybrid$(Tree,) $Z Hybrid:, , (Tree,). 

We show that D is in Hybrid$(Tree,) but not Hybrid,*+, (Tree,) by showing that 
if G is a false D-view of H for some operation, then H includes a transaction nested 
deeper than n. 

Since D is not a dependency relation for Hybrid,+,(Tree,) (Lemma 35) there 
exist G, H, and q such that G is a false D-view of H for q. Let Lj and Ri be the 
transactions that, respectively, executed Left(i) and Right(i) in these schedules. 
Because Lemma 20 makes no assumptions about the depth of transaction nesting, 
we may assume G is missing exactly one step ( p P) of H. Since Right(O) and 
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Left(O) are the only operations not related by D, either q = Right(O) and p = 
Left(O), or vice-versa. Moreover, since G is D-closed, H has the form G . ( pP). 

H . ( q Q ) can fail to be in Tree, in two ways: (1) it may have a hybrid 
serialization that is not a partial preorder traversal of t,,, or (2) it may have the 
forbidden history as a hybrid serialization. We claim the first case is impossible. 
The illegal serialization of H . ( q Q ) induces legal serializations of G . ( pP) and 
G . (qQ) that must have the form h, . Left(l) . p . h2 and h, . Left(l) . q . hl, 
since every traversal visits Left( 1) immediately before Left(O) or Right(O). Because 
Left( 1) appears only once in H, the illegal serialization of H . ( q Q ) must have the 
form h, . Left(l) . p . q a hZ or h, . Left( 1) . q . p . hZ, each of which is a partial 
preorder traversal of t,. 

We now show that if H . ( q Q ) has the forbidden history as a serialization, 
then some transaction is nested to a depth greater than n. Step 1 is to show that 
laa(Li) = lca(Li, &), for i > 0. Since Left(i) precedes Right(O) in every history 
in Tree,, laa(Li) E anc(laa(R,,)) by Lemma 33. Because R0 is active, laa(Li) = 
lca(&, &). 

Step 2 is to show that laa(Li+r) E anc(Ri). Since Left(i + 1) precedes Right(i) in 
every history in Tree,, laa(Li+l) E anc(laa(Ri)) by Lemma 33; hence, laa(Li+l) E 
aIlC(Ri). 

Step 3 is to show that laa(Li) @ anc(Ri), for i > 0. Suppose otherwise. Since 
laa(L;) = lca(Li, &) by Step 1, there exist L,! E anc(LJ, R( E anc(Ri), and R6 E 

anc(RO) such that parent = parent(R,!) = parent = lca(Li, Ro), and Lr is 
committed. Because Left(i) precedes Right(O) in every serialization, (LI, RA) E 

known(H), but because the forbidden history is a hybrid serialization of H, (RI, 

L,! ) @ known(H) and (RI, RA) B known(H). There are two cases to consider; 
each leads to a contradiction. First, if lca(Li, Ri) E proper-desc(laa(Li, Ro)), then 
L,! = Rl and (RI, Rh) E known(H), ruling out the forbidden history as a hybrid 
serialization. Second, if lca(Li, Ri) = lca(Li, R,), then L,! # RI, and the ordering 
Li < Ri < RO is compatible with known(H), an order that does not correspond to 
any partial preorder traversal oft,. 

The final step is to show that laa(Li) E proper-desc(laa(Li+r )). By Lemma 33, 
laa(Li) E desc(laa(Li+l)). Laa(Li+l) is an ancestor of Ri (Step 2) and laa(Li) is not 
(Step 3); therefore, laa(Li) and laa(Li+l) are distinct. Since laa(L,) has depth at 
least 1, laa(L,) has depth at least n + 1. 

Static atomicity is insensitive to depth of transaction nesting: Static,*,,(T) = 
Static:(T) = Static*( 7). This result follows from the proof of Lemma 24, which 
actually shows a slightly stronger result: if D does not contain Ds, then D is not a 
dependency relation for Static, (7). 

5. Conclusions 

Atomicity in a decentralized distributed system is ensured by choosing a local 
atomicity property that every atomic object must satisfy. For example, the Swallow 
distributed data storage system is based on static atomicity [41], Argus [30], and 
TABS [40] are based on dynamic atomicity, and Avalon [28] is based on hybrid 
atomicity. Choosing such a local atomicity property is a design decision of critical 
importance, since the decision must be taken in advance, and once made, it is 
difficult to change. An inappropriate choice may place unnecessary restrictions on 
the availability and concurrency realizable within the system. 

This paper has introduced a new criterion for evaluating local atomicity prop- 
erties: the constraints they impose on availability. In particular, our results suggest 
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that hybrid atomicity is more promising than static atomicity as a foundation for 
highly available and highly concurrent distributed systems. Much work remains to 
be done in this area, however, since our analysis does not address such issues as 
implementation techniques or language support. 
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